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Featured Application: Human resources, security, customer service, and intelligent recommenda-
tions can benefit from deploying and applying systems such as the one proposed in this paper.

Abstract: Market segmentation is a crucial marketing strategy that involves identifying and defining
distinct groups of buyers to target a company’s marketing efforts effectively. To achieve this, the use
of data to estimate consumer preferences and behavior is both appropriate and adequate. Visual
elements, such as color and shape, in advertising can effectively communicate the product or service
being promoted and influence consumer perceptions of its quality. Similarly, a person’s outward
appearance plays a pivotal role in nonverbal communication, significantly impacting human social
interactions and providing insights into individuals’ emotional states. In this study, we introduce an
innovative deep learning model capable of predicting one of the styles in the seven universal styles
model. By employing various advanced deep learning techniques, our models automatically extract
features from full-body images, enabling the identification of style-defining traits in clothing subjects.
Among the models proposed, the XCEPTION-based approach achieved an impressive top accuracy
of 98.27%, highlighting its efficacy in accurately predicting styles. Furthermore, we developed a
personalized ad generator that enjoyed a high acceptance rate of 80.56% among surveyed users,
demonstrating the power of data-driven approaches in generating engaging and relevant content.
Overall, the utilization of data to estimate consumer preferences and style traits is appropriate and
effective in enhancing marketing strategies, as evidenced by the success of our deep learning models
and personalized ad generator. By leveraging data-driven insights, businesses can create targeted and
compelling marketing campaigns, thereby increasing their overall success in reaching and resonating
with their desired audience.

Keywords: customer’s psychology; deep learning; seven universal styles; automatic personalized
ad generator

1. Introduction

Marketing plays a crucial role in leveraging machine learning for various business
applications. Effective advertising communication is an essential tool in the strategic
planning of any business involved in the trade of goods or services as it directly impacts
revenue and precedes other areas, like customer service and sales planning.

In the digital age, modern marketing benefits from a vast amount of quantifiable data
that can be leveraged in machine learning systems. While many small and medium-sized
companies may be relatively new to marketing applications utilizing machine learning,
trends indicate that this technology is highly favorable and its implementation is expected
to increase [1].

In the past, mass advertising was the prevailing marketing standard. However,
in recent times, people expect a more personalized approach, and a mass marketing
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strategy may no longer be as effective. Targeted ads offer flexibility, allowing businesses
to tailor their advertisements to directly engage with specific segments by understanding
their needs and desires [2].

An essential objective of marketing strategies is to understand the needs and pref-
erences of potential customers, enabling the segmentation of a target market comprising
individuals who are most likely to respond positively to advertising efforts [3]. This in-
formation can also be used to adapt the presentation of advertisements, aiming to elicit a
favorable response. Several studies have been presented that contribute to understanding
consumer behavior, technology adoption, and brand performance in the context of online
shopping, e-banking, and social media platforms [4–8].

Psychological factors specific to individual customers are considered important seg-
mentation variables. These factors, including personality, lifestyle, and appearance traits,
stem from individuals’ preferences, interests, and needs. Marketers can leverage these traits
to establish more effective communication through advertising [9]. This collection of fea-
tures is often referred to as customer psychological traits or the psycho-cognitive spectrum [10].
Research has shown that psychological traits can be extracted from various sources, such
as speech, body language, and physical appearance. In the context of physical appearance,
the concept of “Style” arises. Style refers to identifiable patterns in an individual’s physi-
cal appearance that externalize and describe their psychological, sociological, economic,
vocational, and behavioral environments [11,12].

While variables like demographics can be easily obtained and provide some infor-
mation, their collective nature often makes them fall short in meeting business demands.
In contrast, psychological traits offer valuable insights but are more challenging to obtain
and measure. Due to the complexity involved in acquiring these traits, they are typically
overlooked in advertising strategies [13].

The significance of the style concept in this study is noteworthy, as it captures psy-
chological traits through observable components of a person’s appearance. Establishing a
relationship between easily obtainable elements, such as photographs or videos, and the
psychological traits necessary for market segmentation enables the proposal of a model
that automates these processes, providing tools to achieve business goals.

Biases and Attributions for Personalized Recommendations

Personalized marketing involves using data and insights to tailor marketing messages
and experiences to individual consumers. Biases and attributes can be combined to create
more effective personalized marketing strategies. Here are some ways that biases and
attributes can be used in personalized marketing.

Eliminating unintended bias. Personalized marketing can sometimes result in un-
intended discrimination due to underlying correlations in the data between protected
attributes and other observed characteristics used by marketers. To avoid this, marketers
can use bias-eliminating adapted trees (BEATs) to eliminate unintended bias in personalized
policies [14].

Marketing attribution. Attribution models can be subject to correlation-based biases
when analyzing the customer journey, causing it to look like one event caused another
when it may not have. To avoid this, marketers should use effective attribution to reach the
right consumer at the right time with the right message, leading to increased conversions
and higher marketing ROI. Attribution data can also be used to understand the messaging
and channels preferred by individual customers for more effective targeting throughout
the customer journey [15] (https://www.marketingevolution.com/marketing-essentials/
marketing-attribution (accessed on 18 August 2023)).

Personalized recommendations. Personalized recommendations can be based on a
wide range of factors, including past purchases, browsing history, search queries, and de-
mographics. For example, marketers can use personalized recommendations to suggest
products or services that are likely to be of interest to individual customers [16,17].

https://www.marketingevolution.com/marketing-essentials/marketing-attribution
https://www.marketingevolution.com/marketing-essentials/marketing-attribution
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Cognitive biases. Cognitive biases can be used in marketing to boost customer
retention. For example, personalized marketing messages can be used to create a bond
with the audience, and marketers can align with customer values by promoting charity,
sustainability, and other noble causes. The reciprocity bias can also be used in loyalty
programs that focus on building an emotional connection with customers [18].

It is important to note that personalized marketing can exacerbate existing inequali-
ties and biases if personalization is based on sensitive data such as race, gender, or other
protected attributes. Marketers should be aware of these considerations and guidelines to
ensure that their personalized marketing strategies are ethical and inclusive [19]. By under-
standing biases and using them in a thoughtful and intentional way, marketers can create
more impactful campaigns and improve their overall marketing success [20].

This study provides an in-depth analysis of the psychological traits of potential cus-
tomers by assessing their apparent style based on full-body photographic samples. The pre-
dicted style is then used as a market segmentation variable to automatically generate
personalized ads. To accomplish this, we establish a connection between each of the seven
styles and well-known theories of color, geometry, and typography in advertising. As a
result, we introduce a novel set of rules that can generate a unique ad for each user.

2. Style Model
2.1. Apparent Style

Style refers to identifiable patterns in an individual’s physical appearance that describe
and externalize their psychological, sociological, economic, vocational, and behavioral
environments [11,12].

Initially, studies in human behavior and social interaction focused primarily on verbal
communication. However, in the early 1960s, a new field of analysis called nonverbal
communication emerged. This interdisciplinary research, involving anthropologists, so-
ciologists, psychologists, philosophers, semiotics specialists, and linguists, explores the
body, style, and language. Some studies [21] have expanded the realm of semiology to
encompass all phenomena that carry meaning and recognize the communicative value
of clothing. These authors acknowledge the existence of a language of communication
through style [22].

The style of clothing evolves from the interplay between an individual and their socio-
cultural environment [23]. This interaction gives rise to various accessories, and as social
groups, individuals construct meanings associated with these garments. Anthropologically,
clothing serves as a vessel of accumulated information [24].

The community interprets this code through a voluntary or unconscious process of
recognition, allowing clothing to convey desired social meanings [25].

While style is understood to reflect intrinsic traits of each individual, the material
aspect it encompasses should not be overlooked. The individual is constrained in various
ways when expressing their style within the limitations imposed by their environment, be
it adhering to dress conventions, such as uniforms or work attire, or simply having access
to certain types of clothing.

Therefore, most models designed to evaluate style focus on specific instances, captur-
ing a snapshot that reflects an individual’s features and considering only the elements of
style present at that particular time. This evaluation assumes some level of stability and
freedom of choice regarding the multiple garments an individual can wear at different
times [26]. Furthermore, although it presents a limitation, the inherent intentionality of
style allows for its evaluation in this manner. This particular aspect is commonly referred
to as the style image or apparent style [23].

2.2. Seven Universal Styles Model

In her work [27], Alice Parsons presents a style evaluation model based on seven
distinct types. This framework categorizes individuals’ clothing based on the messages
they convey to others.
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These concepts have undergone scrutiny by traditional social science disciplines [28]
and represent one of the most widely accepted models for evaluating apparent style.
The theoretical foundation has been instrumental in various communication professions,
ensuring consistent information transmission and proving valuable when assessing the
style of individuals or companies and their interactions [29].

Parsons outlines the seven universal styles in her research [27], providing descriptions
that encompass the defining traits of each style, a set of keywords associated with the
individual, chromatic and geometric guidelines for patterns and designs, and a collection
of psychological traits typically associated with each style.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the seven universal styles model, providing a concise
description of each style, including keywords, associated geometric structures, significant
psychological characteristics, and a color palette archetype.

Figure 1. Seven universal styles model.

3. Related Work

For over 60 years, researchers have conducted numerous investigations on nonverbal
communication, and new theoretical contributions continue to emerge in this field of
study. Of particular interest for this work is the analysis of an individual’s relationship
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with society [28,30]. Some studies include the evaluation of style as part of the study of
nonverbal communication [29,31–36].

Nonverbal communication encompasses various aspects, including body composition
and height, as our society extensively recognizes physical attributes that distinguish physi-
cally attractive individuals from less attractive ones. Consequently, individuals who do not
meet societal standards often employ accessories, such as clothing, cosmetics, hairstyles,
and glasses, or, in extreme cases, resort to plastic surgery [37]. From this list, this work fo-
cuses on clothing style as one of the most common ways to influence others’ perceptions of
an individual. As the famous saying goes, “As I see you, I treat you”. Numerous researchers
have made valuable contributions to studying the relationship between a person’s clothing
style and their environment. In [37], the authors discuss various aspects of dressing style as
a form of communication, exploring dimensions such as credibility, likability, interpersonal
attractiveness, and dominance [38–40]. Additionally, these investigations have sparked
the interest of experts in developing artificial intelligence algorithms capable of inferring
personality traits from various sources of information, such as text or images. Some of the
works mentioned below, including their methodologies and results, serve as the foundation
for the present research.

In [41], Liu et al. utilized nearly one million annotated images from diverse settings
to train a novel deep model called FashionNet. This model outperforms previous mod-
els, like Where To Buy It (WTBI) [42] and the Dual Attribute-Aware Ranking Network
(DARN) [43], making it highly useful for DeepFashion tasks. In [44], the authors collected
images from street webcams and surveillance videos that contained subcategories of at-
tributes such as garment color tones and clothing types. They proposed a novel double-path
deep domain adaptation network, enhancing the performance of the convolutional neural
network (CNN).

In [45], a small dataset of images labeled with garment names was used to train a CNN-
like network. The authors then expanded their dataset by downloading numerous images
from the Internet, even though the accompanying labels were not always accurate. Using
their neural network, they were able to label up to 78% of these new images. Chen et al.
in [46] introduced a divide-and-conquer methodology to reduce complexity when training
deep network models for clothing classification. They employed transfer learning tech-
niques and trained several deep networks, each providing a binary classification. This
strategy resulted in a significant 18% improvement compared to previous architectures.

To contribute to clothing style recognition, Lui et al. [47] created a dataset consisting
of four different views of the same clothing item and 264 descriptors that describe various
aspects of the clothing. They also proposed a new deep network architecture based on
VGG [48], achieving an accuracy of 80%. In an effort to improve clothing image annotation,
the authors of [49] presented a novel methodology. First, a person’s pose is detected in an
image, and subimages corresponding to different parts of the clothing are extracted. These
subimages are then used to generate collections that focus on specific parts of the body, such
as the left shoulder. Tags are extracted for each collection, and a tag refinement process is
employed. Simultaneously, the subimages undergo a part-alignment process to relate them
to specific body parts. Various descriptors, including color histograms, edges, and wavelet
transforms, are extracted from each subimage and concatenated. Principal component
analysis (PCA) is applied to these descriptors, resulting in a clothing image descriptor. This
descriptor is then used in a visual indexing system that generates a list of tags, which is
further refined to obtain the top-ranked tags. This methodology demonstrates a significant
improvement compared to previous methods.

We incorporated the information provided into a literature review table to present a
clearer overview of the related works and their methodologies.

By presenting the relevant literature in Table 1, we aim to provide a concise and orga-
nized overview of the related works and their contributions to clothing style recognition.
This table highlights the diverse methodologies and datasets used in previous studies and
underscores the novelty and significance of our approach in the context of personalized
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advertising based on dress style. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, no similar work has
been conducted on personalized advertising based on dress style.

Table 1. Literature review: related works on clothing style recognition.

Reference Methodology Dataset Findings/Results

Parsons [27] Style evaluation model based on
seven distinct types

- Framework for categorizing clothing
styles based on conveyed messages

Various
disciplines [28,29]

Thorough scrutiny of the seven
universal styles

- Widely accepted model for evaluating ap-
parent style

Liu et al. [41] Utilized FashionNet with nearly
one million annotated images

Images from di-
verse settings

Improved performance for deep fashion
tasks

Chen et al. [44] Introduced a double-path deep
domain adaptation network

Street webcams
and surveillance
video images

Enhanced performance of convolutional
neural network (CNN)

Xiao et al. [45] Trained CNN-like network with
small dataset, expanded dataset
with Internet images

Small dataset,
additional
Internet images

Neural network labeled up to 78% of new
images

Chen et al. [46] Employed transfer learn-
ing and divide-and-conquer
methodology

Clothing classifi-
cation dataset

Significant 18% improvement compared
to previous architectures

Liu et al. [47] Created dataset with different
views and 264 descriptors

Dataset with dif-
ferent views of
clothing

Achieved 80% accuracy in clothing style
recognition

Sun et al. [49] Proposed a methodology for
clothing image annotation

Clothing images
with detected
poses

Significant improvement in clothing im-
age annotation

Present study Introduced deep learning model
for style prediction and personal-
ized ad generator

Images of partic-
ipants in differ-
ent styles

Achieved a top accuracy of 98.27% for
style prediction and 80.56% acceptance
rate for personalized ads

4. Methodology

Our proposed methodology, depicted in Figure 2, aims to generate personalized ads
based on dress style. To achieve this, we followed several steps outlined below.

1. Dataset creation: We began by creating a dataset for the seven-style model. Rather
than focusing on creating the largest possible dataset, we explored various deep
learning approaches, as illustrated in Figure 1;

2. Deep learning approaches: We examined different deep learning approaches to
predict the style of clothing. These approaches involved training supervised, semi-
supervised, and transfer learning models using the created dataset. These models aim
to accurately classify clothing into the seven universal styles;

3. Expert system design: Once the style was predicted, we designed an expert system
that generates personalized ads based on the predicted style. The expert system takes
into account the guidelines and characteristics associated with each style to create an
ad that resonates with the individual’s preferences and interests.
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Figure 2. Proposed methodology: in green is our dataset and in purple are our designs.

Please note that, in Figure 1, red circles with letters indicate separate processes that we
developed and divided into five parts, as outlined below:

A. Creating the Style7 dataset: Using the FashionStyle14 dataset [50] as a basis, we
generated a new set of images called the Style7 dataset;

B. Supervised training: We trained the Style7 architecture using supervised learning
techniques, obtaining the first prediction result;

C. Semi-supervised approach: We employed a semi-supervised approach where we first
trained the LIP autoencoder architecture using the LIP dataset [51]. Subsequently, we
utilized the decoder component of this architecture, referred to as the ClassEmbed-
ding2048 architecture. We fed the Style7 dataset into this model and obtained the
second prediction result;

D. Transfer learning: We adopted a transfer learning approach by selecting four pre-
trained architectures, which were initially trained by their respective authors using
the ImageNet dataset [52]. We fine-tuned these architectures using the Style7 dataset,
resulting in the third prediction result;

E. 7Styles ad generator: A person’s style prediction and consumer photo could then
be provided as input to the 7Styles ad generator, which generates a personalized ad
tailored to the individual’s style.

4.1. Style7 Dataset

Let us delve into the path marked by the red circle labeled A, as there is no existing
dataset of images labeled according to the seven universal styles. In this section, we explain
the process of constructing the Style7 dataset. Starting with the FashionStyle14 dataset [50],
we worked on creating a new dataset that aligns with the seven universal styles.

As the original categories in FashionStyle14 are heavily influenced by Asian culture
and do not fully correspond to the seven universal styles, we had to map each of the
14 classes in the original dataset to one of the seven universal styles.
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Mapping certain specific classes to their corresponding universal styles was relatively
straightforward, as their initial descriptions aligned directly with one of the seven styles.
For example, classes like Natural, Casual, and Conservative fit neatly into their respective
universal style categories.

However, for the remaining classes, a more nuanced approach was required. We
matched these classes to the universal style with which they shared the most visual de-
scriptors. This mapping process was validated through expert judgment and relied on
traditional style assessment theory, making it applicable for the purposes of our work.

It is worth mentioning that the Fairy and Lolita classes presented a unique challenge,
as they do not have direct aesthetic or visual equivalents in Western dressing styles. As a
result, we made the decision to exclude these classes from the dataset, as it was not feasible
to integrate them uniformly into any of the seven styles. Once this mapping assignment
was complete, the previous classes became part of the new ones, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Assignation to Style7 dataset classes.

The resulting dataset comprised seven labeled classes, each representing one of the
seven universal styles. The distribution of images within each class is depicted in Figure 4,
and a minimum of 890 images was available for each class.

Figure 4. Class distribution histogram for Style7 dataset.

4.2. Supervised Model

The path marked by the red circle with the letter B represents the first model, which
was designed as a convolutional neural network architecture with classifier layers. This
model served as the foundation for subsequent models and was trained using supervised
learning, evaluated as a multiclass classification problem. For each style, there are two
possible results: 0 indicates the absence of the assessed style, while 1 indicates its presence.
The goal is to determine if the images in the Style7 dataset contain sufficient information to
identify the apparent style.
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It is important to note that experimentation with this model involves ongoing opti-
mization of several factors:

• Hyperparameters: This includes fine-tuning parameters such as the activation func-
tion, optimizer settings, learning rate, batch size, and kernel size.

• Architecture: The overall structure and design of the model must be carefully consid-
ered and refined.

• Regularization techniques: Various techniques, such as normalization or dropout,
may be applied to enhance the model’s generalization and prevent overfitting.

Style7 Architecture

The Style7 architecture, as illustrated in Figure 5, serves as the initial approach for the
model. It is based on a four-pair convolution and max-pooling layer architecture, which
extracts features and reduces the volume’s dimensions to 16 × 16 × 256. This embedding is
then flattened and propagated through a multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier network
with three fully connected layers. The output layer of this network consists of a seven-
position one-hot encoded vector representing the seven universal styles.

Figure 5. Model of Style7 architecture.

4.3. Semi-Supervised Model

The path marked by the red circle with the letter C begins with the Look into Person
(LIP) dataset [51]. This dataset aims to enhance the understanding of human bodies,
encompassing images of people in challenging poses and with significant occlusions.

The architecture employed in this approach consists of two main components: an
unsupervised trained architecture for feature extraction and a supervised trained classifier.

4.3.1. LIP Autoencoder Architecture

The LIP autoencoder was trained using the LIP dataset, as depicted in Figure 6.
The objective of this training was to familiarize the network with images of people that
may resemble those found in the labeled dataset used for classification. By employing
this technique, the model learns to recognize patterns present in such photographs and
represents these patterns in a lower-dimensional volume compared to the input image.
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Figure 6. Model of LIP architecture.

4.3.2. ClassEmbedding2048 Architecture

After successfully training the autoencoder, we added a fully connected layer to per-
form the classification task, utilizing the trained encoder as a feature extractor. The encoder
layers remain fixed and unchanged, while only the fully connected layers are fine-tuned
and trained in supervised mode using the Style7 dataset for apparent style classification.
This modified architecture is referred to as ClassEmbedding2048. The specifications of the
ClassEmbedding2048 model are illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Model of ClassEmbedding2048 architecture.

4.4. Transfer Learning Model

The path marked by the red circle with the letter D begins with the ImageNet dataset.
ImageNet is a large-scale image dataset organized according to the WordNet hierarchy. It
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provides high-quality and human-annotated images, offering tens of millions of cleanly
labeled and sorted photos for multiclass classification tasks. Detailed documentation for
ImageNet can be found in [52].

Given that ImageNet is specifically designed for multiclass classification, it has been
widely used to train various architectures. For our proposed model, we considered the ar-
chitectures listed in the TFkeras documentation [53], which was the chosen implementation
tool for this task. It is important to note that not all architectures were fully trained. Instead,
we planned to establish an initial evaluation methodology to assess partial performance and
select the most representative architectures. Some architectures that were initially tested
included XCEPTION, VGG16, MobileNetV2, and DenseNet. For a detailed description of
these architectures, refer to [54]. These selected architectures used 128 × 128 × 3 images as
input and generated a prediction for the seven universal styles.

4.5. 7styles Ad Generator

Once the seven-style prediction is obtained, the final stage of our solution involves
using the predicted style as a criterion for parameterizing the marketing visuals of an
advertisement. The system incorporates case-based reasoning (CBR) [55] to generate
personalized ads based on the predicted style.

We considered three marketing visuals: chromatic, geometric, and typographic.
With seven possible outcomes for the style prediction, we established seven cases, each
considering these three visual aspects. By leveraging these cases, we can generate tailored
ads that align with the individual’s predicted style.

1. Design of chromatic rules: In the design of the chromatic rules, we employed the
color theory of Sherwin-Williams (SW) [56,57]. We assigned an SW color palette to
each of the seven styles, as depicted in Figure 8. To determine the appropriate color
palette for a given style, we measured the distance between the SW palette and the
corresponding palette in Figure 1 and selected the closest hues. This process enabled
us to establish a chromatic base consisting of seven colors for the personalized ad;

2. Design of geometric rules: The design of the geometric rules involved determining
the appropriate shapes and patterns for each style. This was achieved through a
combination of visual analysis and expert judgment. By examining the characteristic
shapes and patterns associated with each style, as described in Figure 1, we established
rules that align with the visual representation of the style. These geometric rules
served as guidelines for incorporating appropriate shapes and patterns into the
personalized ad;

3. Derivation of typographic rules: The typographic rules were derived based on the
theories proposed by Li [58] and Shaikh [59], complemented by the typeface clas-
sification presented by Perez in [60]. These authors establish connections between
the psychological traits associated with specific font families and typographic styles.
The summarized relationships between psychological traits and typographies are
outlined in Table 2. By incorporating these typographic rules, we ensured that the
typography used in the personalized ad aligned with the psychological traits associ-
ated with the predicted style of the individual. The selection of the case was based on
the correspondence between the features presented in Figure 2 and those shown in
Figure 1. Additionally, instances where the description of the geometric basis in the
style corresponds to specific graphic traits of the typeface family were also considered.
The relationships between the styles and typographic characteristics are outlined in
Table 3. Using this information, we constructed a decision tree for each style, as illus-
trated in Figure 9. These decision trees serve as a guide for selecting the appropriate
typographic style for each predicted style in the generation of personalized ads;

4. Derivation of geometric rules: The selection criteria for the geometric variables for
the seven cases were based on the expert rules derived from the theories presented by
Lasso [61] and Iakovlev [62]. These theories establish connections between psycholog-
ical traits and certain shapes, which are summarized in Figure 10. By applying these
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expert rules, we can determine the appropriate shapes for each style in the generation
of personalized ads. Continuing, we examined the correlations between the columns
showing the geometric basis and psychological traits in Figures 1 and 10, which were
derived from the relationships presented in Table 4. By doing so, we obtained the
decision tree illustrated in Figure 11. This decision tree serves as a reference for select-
ing the appropriate geometric variables for each predicted style in the generation of
personalized ads.

Figure 8. Sherwin-Williams ID color palettes for the seven-style model.: (a) Creative, (b) Dramatic,
(c) Elegant, (d) Magnetic, (e) Natural, (f) Romantic, (g) Traditional.

Table 2. Psychological traits of typographic families.

Typographic Family Psychological Traits

Serif Traditional, elegant, serious, respectable, formal, refined, and authoritative
Rounded Close, imaginative, dynamic, smooth, relaxed, and unique

Geometric Stable, dynamic, versatile, serious, playful, deliberate, and elegant
Condensed Narrower, forceful, rigid, sophisticated, modern, and serious

Modern Adaptative, modern, and professional
Decorative Differentiated, transgressive and original, lacking care, and personal

Script Cursive, calligraphic, and approachable
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Table 3. Relation between typography and styles.

Style Typographic Family Common Psychological Traits Common Geometric Basis

Traditional Serif Traditional, serious, respectable, and formal Horizontal and vertical stripes
Creative Rounded Imaginative, relaxed, and unique Angular shapes
Elegant Geometric Elegant, serious, deliberate, and stable Close shapes, simple geometries

Magnetic Condensed Narrower, forceful, and sophisticated Fitted shapes
Natural Modern Adaptive and practical Simple lines

Dramatic Display Differentiated, transgressive, and flamboyant Ornamental and decorative
Romantic Script Cursive, calligraphic, and approachable Flourishes, delicate

Figure 9. Derivation tree for typographic rules.

Figure 10. Shape models of Iakovlev and Lasso.
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Table 4. Relation between geometry and styles.

Style Shape Family Common Psychological Traits Common Geometric Basis

Traditional Squares Tradition, organization Horizontal and vertical stripes
Creative Triangle Risk, spontaneous, freedom, imagination Angular shapes, sharp points
Elegant Hexagons Optimization, perfectionism Regular designs, polygons, geometries

Magnetic Circles and ovals Positive message (fit), love Circles and closed curves
Natural Natural shapes Organic, vital Organic design, phytomorphic

Dramatic Angular shapes Spotlight, drawing attention Diagonal and explosive lines
Romantic Spirals Kind, light Delicate, open, rounded lines

Figure 11. Derivation tree for geometric rules.

With the completion of the design of all the components in our methodology, we now
move on to presenting the experimental results.

5. Experiments

Below, we provide the training, testing, and evaluation results for the models described
in the previous section. These results serve to assess the capabilities of each model. All
experiments were implemented by coding the models in Python utilizing the TensorFlow
version 2.0 and TFKeras version 1 frameworks.

5.1. Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing involves adjusting the dimensions of an images to make them
suitable for different neural network architectures. In this work, we were working with
three-channel RGB images. The images were scaled to 256 pixels in their largest dimension
and then filled to a final volume of 256 × 256 pixels in RGB. Subsequently, the dataset was
serialized into .pickle extension files, ensuring greater portability and security in handling
the data.

5.2. Supervised Model

The supervised models were tested with the Style7 dataset. To evaluate their perfor-
mance, we used the mean accuracy as a binary classifier, and the categorical cross-entropy
was used as the loss function (or error). All supervised models were trained on the Style7
dataset, which consists of 9161 training samples and 1000 testing samples.

The first model trained was the Style7 architecture. It required 400 training epochs
and took 85 min for completion. The training metrics yielded the following results:

• Train Loss: 0.841 (plot shown in Figure 12a);
• Test loss: 1.611 (plot shown in Figure 12b);
• Train accuracy: 67.33 (plot shown in Figure 12c);
• Test accuracy: 51.04 (plot shown in Figure 12d).

Based on this evaluation, an interesting phenomenon was observed. It is noteworthy
that the error function decreased significantly during both training and testing, and the
accuracy during training reached high values. However, the test accuracy was considerably
lower in comparison. This behavior is indicative of a phenomenon called overfitting,
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where the model performs well on the training data but fails to generalize effectively to
unseen data.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12. Style7 learning curves: (a) Training loss, (b) Testing loss, (c) Training accurancy, (d) Testing
accurancy.

Overfitting can occur when a model is trained to recognize specific patterns in the
data but fails to generalize well to new data. This phenomenon is often associated with low
bias and high variance in a model. To address this issue, variations in the hyperparameters
and architecture were explored to mitigate overfitting and determine if the proposed
architecture could effectively solve the given problem.

5.3. Custom Semi-Supervised Model

The semi-supervised approach was implemented using a two-phase training process
involving both unsupervised and semi-supervised learning.

LIP Autoencoder Results

The first phase entailed training an autoencoder network using the LIP dataset de-
scribed in Section 4.3. This training was performed in an unsupervised manner, meaning
that the data were not labeled. The LIP dataset consists of 61,368 training samples and
10,000 test samples. After 500 training epochs, a test error value of 12.36 was achieved.

Figure 13 displays examples of the predictions made by the trained LIP autoencoder.
The original input data are shown on the left side, while the corresponding predicted
output is displayed on the right side.

The subsequent phase involved training the semi-supervised model. This phase
utilized the trained layers from the LIP architecture up to the embedding layer and added a
fully connected layer for classification. The parameters of the encoder layers remained fixed,
and only the classification layers were trained in a supervised manner using the Style7
dataset. The complete model achieved an average accuracy of 61.33% after 250 training
epochs, which took approximately 453 min to complete. This accuracy represents an
improvement compared to the accuracy obtained with the fully supervised models.
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• Train loss: 0.0688 (plot shown in Figure 14a);
• Test loss: 3.597 (plot shown in Figure 14b);
• Train accuracy: 72.61 (plot shown in Figure 14c);
• Test accuracy: 61.33 (plot shown in Figure 14d).

Figure 13. LIP autoencoder prediction examples.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14. Class Embedding2048 Learning curves: (a) Training loss, (b) Testing loss, (c) Training
accurancy, (d) Testing accurancy

5.4. Transfer Learning Architectures

In an effort to evaluate the performance of the different architectures in a general
manner, an experiment was conducted where each available architecture was trained for a
limited number of epochs, and the average accuracy was measured after this initial training
phase. The results of this experiment are depicted in Figure 15. The x-axis represents the
scale of network size in terms of the number of parameters, while the y-axis represents the
average accuracy achieved after training for 10 epochs. To optimize both the size of the
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architecture and the average accuracy, we aimed to determine the highest accuracy that
could be achieved with the lowest number of parameters. Therefore, the global maximum
would be located at the coordinate (0, 1).

Figure 15. Transfer learning architectures: pilot test.

Based on this experimentation, four architectures were chosen to undergo complete
training: MobileNet v2 [63], Densenet121 [64], VGG16 [48], and XCEPTION [65]. These
architectures were trained under the conditions specified in Table 5. The training curves for
the loss and mean accuracy of the four models are depicted in Figure 16.

Table 5. Transfer learning model hyperparameters.

Inputs

Dataset: Style7 Training samples: 9161
Input dimensions: 128 × 128 × 3 (RGB) Testing samples: 1000

Normalized dataset: No Total samples: 10,161

Hyperparameters

Optimizer: Adam Learning rate: 0.01

Loss function: Categorical
cross-entropy Normalized weights: No

Training epochs: 400 Softmax at output: No
Regularization: No Output format: One-hot

Output size: 7
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 16. Testing curves: (a) MobilenetV2 testing loss, (b) MobilenetV2 testing accuracy, (c) Mo-
bilenetV2 testing loss, (d) MobilenetV2 testing accuracy, (e) DenseNet testing loss, (f) DenseNet
testing accuracy, (g) XCEPTION testing loss, (h) XCEPTION testing accuracy.
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The accuracy results for the transfer learning training are presented in Table 6. Among
the tested architectures, the model based on XCEPTION achieved the best performance in
terms of error and accuracy while maintaining a reasonable training time. To validate the
effectiveness of the automatic generation of personalized ads, we conducted an experiment
involving 100 participants. This sample size was determined to be statistically valid accord-
ing to the central limit theorem, which requires that data be sampled randomly, samples be
independent of each other, and the sample size be sufficiently large but not exceed 10% of
the population. Our study covered two schools with approximately 1200 students, making
the selected sample size of 100 participants adequate. Please refer to Table 7.

Table 6. Transfer learning models: training summary.

Architecture Parameters Depth Training
Time Error Accuracy

MobileNetV2 3,538,984 88 0:38:15 0.6943 0.9223
DenseNet21 20,242,984 201 6:35:37 0.3090 0.9710

VGG16 138,357,544 23 3:15:04 0.3943 0.8939
XCEPTION 22,910,180 126 3:50:49 0.2267 0.9827

Table 7. Summary of results and significance.

Aspect Significance

Sample size 100 participants

Central limit theorem Satisfied criteria for statistical validity (p < 0.05)

Demographic insights 96% aged 18–25, 92% with college education, 95% unemployed
(graduate students), etc.

Transfer learning models XCEPTION model achieved top accuracy of 0.9827 (p < 0.001)

Overall findings Promising potential for effective personalized Ad generation

The table provides a concise overview of the significant aspects of the study’s results.
It highlights the sample size, which consisted of 100 participants, meeting the requirements
for statistical validity based on the central limit theorem. Additionally, key demographic
insights obtained from the socio-demographic survey are presented, indicating important
characteristics of the participants.

The training of transfer learning models was conducted to support the automatic
generation of personalized ads. Table 6 presents a summary of the training results for
various architectures. Notably, the XCEPTION model achieved outstanding performance,
with the lowest error rate of 0.2267 and the highest accuracy of 0.9827. This suggests that
the XCEPTION-based approach holds promising potential for accurately predicting styles,
thus enabling effective personalized advertising generation.

After training the architectures with the same parameters, it was evident that XCEP-
TION consistently achieved the highest average accuracy among all the transfer learn-
ing experiments. In comparison to the supervised and semi-supervised custom models,
the transfer learning approach yielded considerably better results overall. To further
analyze the outcomes, Table 8 presents the confusion matrix obtained from fine-tuning
XCEPTION using the Style7 dataset. Each entry in the matrix represents the prediction–real
class pair for each sample.
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Table 8. XCEPTION experiment confusion matrix using the Style7 dataset.

Predicted class

Creative Dramatic Elegant Magnetic Natural Romantic Traditional

Tr
ue

cl
as

s

Creative 180 1 0 1 2 0 0
Dramatic 0 90 0 0 0 1 0
Elegant 0 0 78 2 0 0 1
Magnetic 0 0 0 60 0 0 0
Natural 0 4 0 2 202 0 0
Romantic 0 0 0 1 0 151 0
Traditional 0 0 3 0 0 0 221

The evaluation metrics for each class were calculated using the definitions of the binary
classification evaluation metrics, with each metric representing a specific class. To obtain an
overall measure for the entire model, we combined the F1-scores of each class. The results
for the confusion matrix and metrics are summarized in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
In Table 9, it can be observed that there were very few false positives and false negatives
across all classes. Additionally, Table 10 highlights that all metrics for all classes had values
greater than 0.96, indicating a high level of performance and accuracy.

Table 9. XCEPTION experiment confusion matrices using the Style7 dataset.

True Positive False Positive False Negative True Negative

Creative 180 0 4 816
Dramatic 90 5 1 904
Elegant 78 3 3 916

Magnetic 60 6 0 934
Natural 202 2 6 790

Romantic 151 1 1 847
Traditional 221 1 3 775

Table 10. XCEPTION experiment evaluation metrics using the Style7 dataset.

Accuracy Precision Recall Specificity F1 Weighted F1

Creative 0.996 1.000 0.978 1.000 0.989

0.982

Dramatic 0.994 0.947 0.989 0.994 0.968
Elegant 0.994 0.963 0.963 0.997 0.963

Magnetic 0.994 0.909 1.000 0.994 0.952
Natural 0.992 0.990 0.971 0.997 0.981

Romantic 0.998 0.993 0.993 0.999 0.993
Traditional 0.996 0.995 0.987 0.999 0.991

5.4.1. Discussion of Style Characterizer Results

Table 11 provides a comparison of the metrics for the best-evaluated experiments
across the supervised, semi-supervised, and transfer learning approaches.

Table 11. Comparison of the metrics of the best-performing experiments.

Architecture Mean Accuracy Weighted F1

Style7 55.93% 0.572
ClassEmbedding2048 61.33% 0.623

XCEPTION 98.27% 0.982

Upon comparing the results of the supervised and semi-supervised models, we ob-
served that they yielded similar outcomes. However, a notable difference was observed
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when evaluating the transfer learning models. The performance gap was particularly
significant, with all pre-trained models achieving a mean accuracy evaluation of over 85.

It is worth emphasizing that this disparity arose due to the prior knowledge embedded
in these pre-trained models. By being trained on massive datasets consisting of tens of
millions of samples, like ImageNet, these models acquired the capability to identify and
extract relevant features that contribute to more accurate style prediction.

The superior performance of the transfer learning models highlights the benefits of
leveraging pre-existing knowledge and transferring it to new tasks. This approach allows
the models to leverage the vast amount of information learned from ImageNet, leading to
more robust and effective style characterization.

Overall, the results demonstrate the advantages of using pre-trained architectures,
as they outperformed the models trained solely on the Style7 dataset. The wealth of
prior knowledge embedded in the pre-trained models enabled them to excel in style
prediction tasks.

5.4.2. Comparison with the State of the Art

While there is no existing work specifically addressing the characterization of pho-
tographs based on the seven universal styles, we can still present a comparison with a
related task presented by Takagi in [50]. Takagi’s work focused on the classification of
photographs similar to those used in our training process. This work is particularly relevant
as it utilized transfer learning architectures that were also employed in our research. We
compared the classes directly mapped to the following universal styles: dramatic, elegant,
and magnetic. The comparison results are presented in Table 12.

Table 12. Comparison with the state of the art in terms of validation accuracy.

Study Model Dramatic Elegant Magnetic

M. Takagi [50]

ResNet 0.91 0.72 0.74
VGG19 0.79 0.62 0.50

XCEPTION 0.79 0.61 0.50
Inception V3 0.73 0.55 0.39

VGG16 0.78 0.58 0.45

Present study XCEPTION 0.994 0.994 0.994

5.5. 7Styles Ad Generator

A set of advertisements, one for each universal style, is presented in Figure 17. These
ads showcase the diversity of shapes, colors, and fonts that correspond to each style.
The ads were generated by applying the rules described in Section 4.5.

To validate the effectiveness of our automatic generation of personalized ads, we
conducted an experiment involving 100 participants. This number was statistically valid
according to the central limit theorem, the three rules of which state that: (1) the data
should be sampled randomly, (2) the samples should be independent of each other, and
(3) the sample size should be sufficiently large but not exceed 10% of the population. Since
our study covered just two schools with almost 1200 students, 100 samples were adequate.

Then, we conducted a socio-demographic survey, the full results of which are pre-
sented in Figure A1. We found that 96% were 18–25 years old, 92% had college as their level
of education, 96% spent less than USD 500 shopping every month, 95% were unemployed
since they were graduate students, 67% were male and 30% female, and 53% shopped
online weekly and 29% monthly.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Figure 17. Examples of generated-ads: (a) Creative, (b) Dramatic, (c) Elegant, (d) Magnetic, (e) Natu-
ral, (f) Traditional, (g) Romantic.
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The experiment proceeded as follows:

1. We asked each participant to provide a full-body photo;
2. The participant’s dress style was determined using the seven-style model. Figure 18a

shows the number of participants for each class;
3. We generated seven custom ads based on the participants’ predicted dress style;
4. The participant was shown the ads and asked to choose three they liked, ranking

them from first to third. An example of the survey layout can be seen in Figure 19,
and Figure 18b shows the complete results.

Based on the collected data and previous analysis, the results indicated that 79% of
the participants selected the ad that matched their style as one of their top three choices
(see Figure 18b). Notice that, in all the cases, the top three were the most frequently chosen;
as an example (compare Figure 18a with Figure 18b), consider the first class, elegant, with
15 participants: 1 person chose its corresponding ad as the first option (top rank), 3 people
chose it within the top two, and 13‘people chose it within the top three, giving a total
of 15 hits. The 79% success rate indicates an acceptable level of alignment between the
generated ads and the participants’ perceived style preferences.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Statistics: (a) Number of participants per style, (b) Top one, two, and three hits per style.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 19. Examples of the top3-ads: (a) Top 1, (b) No selected, (c) Top 2, (d) No selected, (e) No
selected, (f) Top 3, (g) No selected.
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6. Final Discussion

Our main findings are listed below.

1. This study presents a model capable of evaluating the apparent style from a photo-
graph, demonstrating that this process can be carried out by computational means.
Certain methodologies make it possible to obtain information that can be important
for industrial or commercial purposes based solely on the individual’s appearance;

2. The models trained in the present work can emulate the typically human task of
evaluating apparent style. This information can be used to apply advantageous
strategies for those who use it in a business environment;

3. We obtained results with better metric evaluations than those presented by the most
similar work in the literature. Although not exactly equivalent, it provides a fair com-
parison due to the similarity of the tasks and presented
solution approaches;

4. The proposed 7Styles ad generator could produce a wide variety of ad compositions.
Furthermore, 79% of the people surveyed chose the ad corresponding to their style.

7. Conclusions

This research contributed to the development of an innovative deep learning model
capable of predicting individuals’ dress styles based on full-body images. The model was
integrated into a personalized ad generator that created unique and engaging advertise-
ments tailored to each user’s style preferences. The research introduced a novel set of
rules that establish a connection between predicted styles and well-known theories of color,
geometry, and typography in advertising. The key contributions of this research are as
follows:

• Deep learning model for style prediction: The research introduced a novel deep
learning model that achieved a high accuracy of 98.27% in predicting dress styles
based on full-body images. This model surpassed traditional methods of market
segmentation, which often rely on less granular demographic data. By leveraging
advanced deep learning techniques, this model can enable businesses to understand
their customers’ style preferences more accurately and effectively;

• Personalized ad generator: The integration of the deep learning model into a person-
alized ad generator offers a groundbreaking approach to advertising. By generating
custom ads based on each user’s predicted style, businesses can deliver highly rele-
vant and engaging content, increasing the likelihood of positive customer responses
and conversions;

• Automated market segmentation: The research showcased the automation of market
segmentation by using the predicted dress styles as a segmentation variable. This
automation can streamline the process of tailoring marketing campaigns to specific
customer segments, saving time and resources for businesses while enhancing the
precision of their targeting efforts;

• Data-driven insights for marketing strategies: By utilizing data to estimate consumer
preferences and style traits, the research demonstrated the power of data-driven
insights in enhancing marketing strategies. Businesses could make more informed
decisions by understanding their customers’ psychological traits through observable
appearance components, leading to improved customer engagement and satisfaction.

The results of this research have significant implications for both researchers and
practitioners in the fields of marketing and machine learning.
For researchers:

• The deep learning model and its high accuracy in predicting dress styles can contribute
to the advancement of machine learning techniques in the domain of fashion and
style analysis;
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• The study provides a foundation for further research in automating market seg-
mentation and generating personalized marketing content using advanced deep
learning methodologies;

For practitioners:

• The personalized ad generator offers a valuable tool for businesses seeking to optimize
their marketing efforts and create targeted campaigns that resonate with individual
customers;

• The research demonstrates the potential of data-driven insights in enhancing mar-
keting strategies, encouraging businesses to adopt more personalized and effective
approaches to advertising.

The results obtained in this study surpass those of the most similar work in the
literature, highlighting the effectiveness and potential of the proposed methodology. Al-
though direct comparisons may not have been possible due to variations in specific tasks,
the similarities in the tasks and solution approaches allowed for a fair assessment of the
advancements achieved.

The automation of apparent style assessment and the generation of personalized
ads have significant implications for various fields. Industries such as fashion, retail,
marketing, and advertising can leverage the proposed methodology to enhance human
resources management, improve security systems, deliver personalized customer service,
and produce intelligent recommendation systems.
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Appendix A. Socio-Demographic Survey Results
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Figure A1. Cont.
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Figure A1. Survey.
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